CLOTHING

3X PAIRS OF WOOL SOCKS (1 PAIR FOR CAMP)
1X COMFORTABLE HUNTING BOOTS
1X KNEE HIGH GATORS
3X PAIRS UNDERWEAR
2X PAIR OF QUICK DRY RUGBY/HUNTING SHORTS
3x PAIR OF THERMAL LONG SLEEVE SHIRTS (1 FOR CAMP)
2X PAIR OF THERMAL LONGS (1 FOR CAMP)
1X PAIR OF HUNTING TROUSER (OPTIONAL)
1X COOL SUMMER HUNTERS TEE SHIRT
2X SHORT SLEEVE WOOL OR POLY BUSH SHIRT (1 FOR CAMP)
1X HIGH COLLAR LONG SLEEVE WOOL-POLY FLEECE JERSY OR WIND BREAKER
   BEENY
   HAT
   GLOVES
ONE ITEM OF BLAZE BLUE OR ORANGE CLOTHING/HAT
1X QUILITY BREATHABLE RAIN COAT
1X POLY FLEECE LONGS
1X PUFFER JACKET ( RECOMMENDED 600-800 loft )
1X LARGE WOOL/POLY SWANDRI TYPE COAT (OPTIONAL)

MOST HUNTING CLOTHES WILL BE CONTINUALLY USED FROM DAY TO DAY.

THIS LIST IS A GUIDE AND ANY EXTRAS IS ENTIRELY UP TO THE INDIVIDUAL. KEEP IN MIND THEY MUST BE CARRIED!

SUMMER TIME LISTS SHOULD BE SIMILAR AS IT CAN BE WET AND COLD THEN ALSO. SOME GEAR SHOULD BE SWAPPED FOR MODERN DAY, COOLER SUMMER WEAR!

GEAR

1. 70 litre+ pack with waterproof liner
2. Day bag that can roll up (ie NO STEEL FRAME)- with waterproof liner
3. Blow up Insulating sleeping mat
4. Sleeping bag ( atleast -10*)
5. Bivybag
6. Down puffer jacket
7. Fly or tent (supplied)

A. Rifle-ammo
B. knife
C. Binoculars
D. 2-3 litre camel back
E. Head torch & batteries